Office of Inspector General, Surveillance and Integrity Review Section

Proposed Amendment to Rules Governing Use of Random Sample Extrapolation in Monetary Recovery, Minnesota Rules, Part 9505.2220; Revisor’s ID 4567

OAH Docket number 71-9029-35836

EXHIBIT I-3:
REQUEST FOR A HEARING THAT DO NOT INCLUDE COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSED RULE
Dear Ms. Vogl

My name is Donald Priebe and I am the CEO of Homeward Bound, Inc. My address is 1900 Yorkshire Ave South, Minnetonka MN, 55305.

On behalf of Homeward Bound, I am writing to request that the Minnesota Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of proposed changes to the rule.

If there is any problem with the format of this request please call me at 612-250-3882.

Thank You.

Don Priebe CEO

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
Hello,

On behalf of Autism Matters, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Thank you,

Rebecca Knight MS, BCBA
ABA Program Manager/BCBA

Autism Matters, Inc.
2600 Fernbrook Ln N, Suite 138
Plymouth MN, 55447
952-544-0349

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This message may contain confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.
Hello,

On behalf of Autism Matters, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Thank you,

Jayden Tuorila, MHP
ABA Program Coordinator

autism matters
Baxter, MN
Hello,

On behalf of Autism Matters, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Thank you,

Lexie Freeman
ABA Program Manager
Autism Matters
14387 Edgewood Dr. N.
Baxter, MN, 56425
218-454-5181
Hello,

On behalf of Autism Matters, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Thank you,

Alexis Leach M.S., BCBA
Clinical Director & ABA Program Manager
Autism Matters Inc.
2600 Fernbrook Lane N. Ste 138
Plymouth, MN 55447
952-544-0349
Hello,

On behalf of Autism Matters, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Thank you,

Jenny Hamberg, MA, BCBA
ABA Program Manager
jhamberg@autismmatters.net
Hello,

On behalf of Autism Matters, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Thank you,

Lyndsey Frogner, MA, BCBA
Assistant ABA Program Manager
Autism Matters
Rogers, MN
763-428-2478
Hello,

On behalf of Autism Matters, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Thank you,

Alyssa Perala, MA, BCBA
President and CEO

Health Dimensions Rehabilitation, Inc.
1994 E Rum River Drive South
Cambridge, MN 55008
Phone: (763) 689-5385
Fax: (763) 689-5558
www.hdrtherapy.com

Autism Matters, Inc.
2600 Fernbrook Lane North
Suite 138
Plymouth, MN 55447
Phone: 952-544-0349
Fax: 952-544-0372
www.autismmatters.net
Dear Ms. Vogl,

On behalf of Home and Community Options, Inc., I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Thank you for receiving this notice,

Suzanne R. Horstman
Executive Director
Home and Community Options, Inc.
507.452.1021
Vanessa,

On behalf of MDM Rubicon, Inc., I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Thanks you,

Melissa Anderson
Financial Analyst
**Please note that my office hours are Tuesday-Thursday, 8:00am-4:00pm

MDM Rubicon, Inc.
582 Hayward Avenue N.
Oakdale, MN 55128
651-731-8621 ext. 120 (Phone)  651-731-9170 (Fax)

MDM values diversity on all levels and is an Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity Employer.

The contents of this email are intended for the named addressee only. It may contain information that is private or confidential. Unless you are the named addressee or an authorized designee, you may not copy, use, or disclose it to anyone else. If you received it in error, please notify us immediately then destroy it.
1. I request a hearing
2. 1295 Bandana Blvd #135, St. Paul, MN  55108
3. I oppose the entire rule.

Thank you.

_Brian Evans_
651-644-3140 ext 722
Dear Ms. Vogl,

I am reaching out today on behalf of Lifeworks Services, a non-profit that serves people with disabilities throughout the entire state of Minnesota, to request that the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. We as an organization oppose the entire set of changes to the rule, and would much appreciate the opportunity to be heard on this issue.

Thank you so much for your time,

Raquel Sidie-Wagner
(she/her/hers)
Regional Manager
Lifeworks Services, Inc.
612-702-3763 | 952-808-9174
lifeworks.org | Facebook | Twitter

This message may contain confidential information and is intended only for the individual(s) named. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.
Dear Ms. Vogl,

On behalf of Pathways to Community, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Thanks,

Leah Ortmann

Director of Human Resources
leaho@pathwaystocommunity.com
651.641.4009 Ext. 12

Making a Difference Every Day
475 North Cleveland Ave
Suite 100
St. Paul, MN 55104
Phone: (651) 641-4009
Fax: (651) 641-4015
WWW.PATHWAYSTOCOMMUNITY.COM

An Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer

This document may contain information covered under the Privacy Act, 5 USC 552(a), and/or the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (PL 104-191) and its various implementing regulations and must be protected in accordance with those provisions. Healthcare information is personal and sensitive and must be treated accordingly. If this correspondence contains healthcare information it is being provided to you after appropriate authorization from the patient or under circumstances that don't require patient authorization. You, the recipient, are obligated to maintain it in a safe, secure and confidential manner. Re-disclosure without additional patient consent or as permitted by law is prohibited. Unauthorized re-disclosure or failure to maintain confidentiality subjects you to application of appropriate sanction. If you have received this correspondence in error, please notify the sender at once and destroy any copies you have made.

This document may contain information covered under the Privacy Act, 5 USC 552(a), and/or the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (PL 104-191) and its various implementing regulations and must be protected in accordance with those provisions. Healthcare information is personal and sensitive and must be treated accordingly. If this correspondence contains healthcare information it is being provided to you after appropriate authorization from the patient or under circumstances that don't require patient authorization. You, the recipient, are obligated to maintain it in a safe, secure and confidential manner. Re-disclosure without additional patient consent or as permitted by law is prohibited. Unauthorized re-disclosure or failure to maintain confidentiality subjects you to application of appropriate sanction. If you have received this correspondence in error, please notify the sender at once and destroy any copies you have made.
Dear Ms. Vogl,

On behalf of ARRM, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Sincerely,

Sara Grafstrom

Sara Grafstrom | Director of State and Federal Policy
1185 N. Concord St., Ste. 302 | South St. Paul, MN 55075

*Prefers “She, Her” pronouns

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information contained in this e-mail communication and any attached documentation may be privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure and is intended only for the use of the designated recipient(s). It is not intended for transmission to, or receipt by, any unauthorized person. The use, distribution, transmittal or re-transmittal by an unintended recipient of this communication is strictly prohibited without our express approval in writing or by e-mail. If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please delete it from your system without copying it and notify the above sender so that our e-mail address may be corrected.
Dear Ms. Vogl,

On behalf of Pathways to Community, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Regards,

Matt Daniels

Director of Residential Services
mattdd@pathwaystocommunity.com
612.715.4064

This document may contain information covered under the Privacy Act, 5 USC 552(a), and/or the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (PL 104-191) and its various implementing regulations and must be protected in accordance with those provisions. Healthcare information is personal and sensitive and must be treated accordingly. If this correspondence contains healthcare information it is being provided to you after appropriate authorization from the patient or under circumstances that don't require patient authorization. You, the recipient, are obligated to maintain it in a safe, secure and confidential manner. Re-disclosure without additional patient consent or as permitted by law is prohibited. Unauthorized re-disclosure or failure to maintain confidentiality subjects you to application of
Dear Ms. Vogl,

On behalf of Pathways to Community, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Thanks,

Aaron Stine
Family Services Lead Scheduler
aarons@pathwaystocommunity.com
651-641-4009 ext. 400

Making a Difference Every Day

This document may contain information covered under the Privacy Act, 5 USC 552(a), and/or the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (PL 104-191) and its various implementing regulations and must be protected in accordance with those provisions. Healthcare information is personal and sensitive and must be treated accordingly. If this correspondence contains healthcare information it is being provided to you after appropriate authorization from the patient or under circumstances that don't require patient authorization. You, the recipient, are obligated to maintain it in a safe, secure and confidential manner. Re-disclosure without additional patient consent or as permitted by law is prohibited. Unauthorized re-disclosure or failure to maintain confidentiality subjects you to application of appropriate sanction. If you have received this correspondence in error, please notify the sender at once and destroy any copies you have made.
Dear Ms. Vogl,

On behalf of Pathways to Community, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Thanks,

Amber Anderson  
Family Services Senior Manager  
AmberA@pathwaystocommunity.com  
Office: 651-641-4009 ext. 410  
Cell: 651-208-5206

Making a Difference Every Day  
475 North Cleveland Ave  
Suite 100  
St. Paul, MN 55104  
Phone: (651) 641-4009  
Fax: (651) 641-4015  
WWW.PATHWAYSTOCOMMUNITY.COM  
An Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer

This document may contain information covered under the Privacy Act, 5 USC 552(a), and/or the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (PL 104-191) and its various implementing regulations and must be protected in accordance with those provisions. Healthcare information is personal and sensitive and must be treated accordingly. If this correspondence contains healthcare information it is being provided to you after appropriate authorization from the patient or under circumstances that don't require patient authorization. You, the recipient, are obligated to maintain it in a safe, secure and confidential manner. Redisclosure without additional patient consent or as permitted by law is prohibited. Unauthorized re-disclosure or failure to maintain confidentiality subjects you to application of appropriate sanction. If you have received this correspondence in error, please notify the sender at once and destroy any copies you have made.
Dear Ms. Vogl,

On behalf of Pathways to Community, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Thanks,

Michelle Newman
Director of Family Services
michellen@pathwaystocommunity.com
Office-651.641.4009 ext. 3
Cell-920.979.6640

Making a Difference Every Day

475 North Cleveland Ave
Suite 100
St. Paul, MN 55104
Phone: (651) 641-4009
Fax: (651) 641-4015
WWW.PATHWAYSTOCOMMUNITY.COM
An Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer

This document may contain information covered under the Privacy Act, 5 USC 552(a), and/or the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (PL 104-191) and its various implementing regulations and must be protected in accordance with those provisions. Healthcare information is personal and sensitive and must be treated accordingly. If this correspondence contains healthcare information it is being provided to you after appropriate authorization from the patient or under circumstances that don't require patient authorization. You, the recipient, are obligated to maintain it in a safe, secure and confidential manner. Re-disclosure without additional patient consent or as permitted by law is prohibited. Unauthorized re-disclosure or failure to maintain confidentiality subjects you to application of appropriate sanction. If you have received this correspondence in error, please notify the sender at once and destroy any copies you have made.

Exhibit I-3
Dear Ms. Vogl,

On behalf of CCRI, Inc., I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Cordially,

Shannon Bock  
Executive Director
218-331-2018 | 218-236-1481—Fax  
2903 15th Street South | Moorhead, MN 56560
Dear Ms. Vogl,

On behalf of Bear Creek Services, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Sincerely,

Ashley Beranek
Program Director
Bear Creek Services
3108 Hwy 52 N Rochester MN 55901
ashleyb@bearcreekservices.org
507-512-3076
Fax: 507-288-4522

Building Independence, Maximizing Potential

HIPAA Privacy Notification: This message and accompanying documents are covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 2510-2521, and may contain information intended for the specified individual(s) only. This information is confidential. If you are not the intended recipient or an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you have received this document in error and that any review, dissemination, copying, or the taking of any action based on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by e-mail and delete the original message.
Dear Ms. Beranek,

Thank you for your email and request for a hearing. Unfortunately, your request does not meet the one of the three requirements to be considered a valid request.

Under Minnesota Statutes, section 14.25, subdivision 1, and reflected in the Dual Notice of Intent to Adopt Rules on page 3 (attached here for your reference), a valid request must:

1. be in writing,
2. include the name and address of the person requesting the public hearing; and
3. include the portion or portions of the rule to which the person objects or a statement that the person opposes the entire rule.

Your request does not fulfill the third requirement. If you would like your hearing request to count as valid, please resubmit and let us know what portion or portions of the rule to which you object or include a statement that you oppose the entire rule. This will help to give the Department a sense of what is most concerning to the people who are requesting a hearing.

The deadline for submitting a valid request is December 31, 2020, at 4:30 p.m. If you have any questions, please let me know.

Thank you!

~Vanessa

Vanessa Vogl
Rulemaking Attorney | Administrative Law Office
Pronouns: She/Her/Hers

Minnesota Department of Human Services
O: 651-431-3168
mn.gov/dhs

Exhibit I-3
Dear Ms. Vogl,

On behalf of Bear Creek Services, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220.

Sincerely,

Ashley Beranek
Program Director
Bear Creek Services
ashleyb@bearcreekservices.org
507-512-3076
Fax: 507-288-4522

Building Independence, Maximizing Potential
Dear Ms. Vogl,

On behalf of Integrity Living Options, Inc., I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Sincerely,

Rhonda Peterson
Chief Executive Officer
1121 Jackson Street NE, Suite #113 | Minneapolis, MN 55413
Office: 612-236-1723

“Responsive and Respectful Services” – apply today

www.integrityliving.com | Facebook

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message.
Dear Ms. Vogl,

On behalf of Pathways to Community, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

With gratitude,

Paul

Paul McDowell

COO/CFO

paul.mcdowell@pathwaystocommunity.com
Office - 651.641.4009 ext. 7
Cell - 651.353.8769

Making a Difference Every Day

475 North Cleveland Ave
Suite 100
St. Paul, MN 55104
Phone: (651) 641-4009
Fax: (651) 641-4015
WWW.PATHWAYSTOCOMMUNITY.COM
An Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer

This document may contain information covered under the Privacy Act, 5 USC 552(a), and/or the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (PL 104-191) and its various implementing regulations and must be protected in accordance with those provisions. Healthcare information is personal and sensitive and must be treated accordingly. If this correspondence contains healthcare information it is being provided to you after appropriate authorization from the patient or under circumstances that don't require patient authorization. You, the recipient, are obligated to maintain it in a safe, secure and confidential manner. Redisclosure without additional patient consent or as permitted by law is prohibited. Unauthorized re-disclosure or failure to maintain confidentiality subjects you to application of appropriate sanction. If you have received this correspondence in error, please notify the
Dear Ms. Vogl,

On behalf Reach for Resources, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Sincerely,

Larissa Beck
Director of Community Living Supports
Reach for Resources, Inc.
Dear Ms. Vogl,

On behalf of Living Well Disability Services I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Sincerely,

Josie Jeffrey
Regional Director – Region Two

Living Well Disability Services
1168 Northland Drive, Mendota Heights, MN 55120
c 612.419.1846   LivingWell.org
Dear Ms. Vogl,

On behalf of Residential Transitions Inc, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Sincerely,

Scott Hinchee
Quality Assurance Consultant
Residential Transitions, Inc.
p: 651.457.1461 f: 651.455.1385
a: 750 S. Plaza Dr. Suite #100, Mendota Heights, MN 55120
w: RTI-MN.com e: shinchee@rti-mn.com
Dear Ms. Vogl,

On behalf of Hope House of St. Croix Valley, we request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Sincerely,

Bill Tiedemann, MSW
Executive Director
Hope House of St. Croix Valley
451 Everett Street, N
Stillwater, MN 55082
(O) 651.351.0496
(C) 216.235.0120
Dear Ms. Vogl,

On behalf of Accord, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Sincerely,

--
Alexandra Devick
Program Manager, Community Supports

Accord™ • 1515 Energy Park Dr. St. Paul, MN 55108
• Direct 612.490.1759 • adevick@accord.org • accord.org

Bringing Possibilities to Life

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message is for sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, distribution or copying is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by replying to this e-mail and destroy / delete all copies of this e-mail message. Thank you.
Dear Ms. Vogl,

On behalf of Howry Residential Services, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Sincerely,

Beth Mesna
Director of Unit-Based Services
Howry Residential Services

Office: 651-395-5108
Cell: 651-270-3759

Bmesna@howryinc.com

The information included in this e-mail message, including any attachments, is intended only for the person or organization to which it is addressed. If you receive this e-mail message and are not the intended recipient, please reply by e-mail and destroy all copies of this message and any attachments. Thank you

Get Outlook for iOS
Dear Ms. Vogl:

On behalf of Home and Community Options, Inc., I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

I can be reach at the e-mail below if needed. Thank you.

Maureen Schauble
Finance Director
Home and Community Options, Inc.
507-474-9521
maureens@hco.org
December 7, 2020

Vanessa Vogl  
Minnesota Department of Human Services  
Administrative Law Office  
PO Box 64254  
St Paul, MN 55164

Dear Ms. Vogl,
On behalf of Thomas Allen, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Thank you,

Kari Schuster, LISW  
Assistant Administrator | Case Management & Managed Care  
she, her, hers  
1550 Humboldt Ave  
West St. Paul, MN 55118  
Direct: 651-789-1235  
Corporate: 651-450-1802 x1235  

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient or the individual responsible for delivering the email to the intended recipient, please be advised that you have received this email in error and that any use, dissemination, forwarding, printing or copying of this email is strictly prohibited.

If you have received this email in error, please immediately notify the sender by email reply or call Thomas Allen, Inc.’s I.T. Manager at 651-450-1802 ext 5112 and delete the email from your system.

Exhibit I-3
Vanessa,

On behalf of Mount Olivet Rolling Acres, Inc., I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220.

I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Thank you,
Tracy

Tracy Murphy
President
Mount Olivet Rolling Acres
Office: 952-401-4847
Cell: 612-219-1026

*She/Her/Hers  *Why this matters
Hiring

Exhibit I-3
Dear Ms. Vogl,

On behalf of Howry Residential Services, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Kind regards,

Jennifer O’Neill, MA, LP, BCBA
Chief Executive Officer
Howry Residential Services
1150 Centre Pointe Curve
Mendota Heights, MN 55120
(651) 395-5101

The information included in this e-mail message, including any attachments, is intended only for the person or organization to which it is addressed. If you receive this e-mail message and are not the intended recipient, please reply by e-mail and destroy all copies of this message and any attachments. Thank you
Dear Vanessa Vogl,

I am writing to request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule. Thank you for your consideration.

Best Regards,

Marge Schwab, Co-owner
Lifetime Resources, Inc.
mschwab@lifetimeresources.net
(612) 804-2252 Phone

Please wear your mask and help to keep others safe and well.

CONFIDENTIAL STATEMENT
The information contained in this e-mail transmission is privileged and confidential and is intended only for the use of the recipient listed above. If you are neither the intended recipient nor the employee or agent of the intended recipient responsible for the delivery of this information, you are hereby notified that the disclosure, copying, use or distribution of this information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please notify us immediately by telephone to arrange for the return of the transmitted documents to us or to verify their destruction.
From: Linda Kay Fairchild
To: Vogl, Vanessa M (DHS)
Subject: Public hearing request
Date: Thursday, December 3, 2020 11:09:15 AM

On behalf of Fairchild’s FosterCare, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

I am also wondering as a Family Adult Foster Care provider how this will impact my home. Linda Fairchild

Fairchild's FosterCare
6718 Odean Ave NE
Otsego, MN 55330 6724
612-558-0321 cell
mfairchild1071@msn.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Information contained in this message (including attachments) may be privileged and confidential and protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that it is strictly prohibited to disseminate, distribute or copy this communication or any of the information contained in it. If you have received this communication in error, please notify me immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Thank you.

Linda Fairchild, owner
Fairchild’s FosterCare
6718 Odean Ave. NE
Otsego, MN 55330
612-558-0321
mfairchild1071@msn.com
Vanessa,

On behalf of Reach for Resources, Inc., I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Roseann Lent
Office Manager
Reach for Resources, Inc.

- 952-200-5024
- rlent@reachforresources.org
- www.reachforresources.org
- 5900 Green Oak Dr, Suite 303, Minnetonka, MN 55343
From: Brian P. Sammon
To: Vogl, Vanessa M (DHS)
Subject: (unencrypt) proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220
Date: Thursday, December 3, 2020 10:29:27 AM

This message may be from an external email source.
Do not select links or open attachments unless verified. Report all suspicious emails to Minnesota IT Services Security Operations Center.

On behalf of Options Residential, Inc., I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Brian Sammon
7028 kellogg ave
Edina, MN 55435

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

The information contained in this transmission may contain privileged and confidential information, including patient information protected by federal and state privacy laws. It is intended only for the use of the person(s) named above. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution, or duplication of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.
Ms. Vogl,

On behalf of Partnerships for Minnesota Futures, Inc., I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Please ensure I am notified of the date and time of the public hearing.

Regards,

jsmac

Jodi S. MacLennan, BSN, RN, NE-BC, QDDP
Chief Executive Officer
Partnerships for Minnesota Futures, Inc.
2510 Lexington Avenue South  Suite 1
Mendota Heights, MN 55120

General: 651-774-1508
Direct: 651-486-7151
Fax: 651-486-7235

jodi.maclennan@pfmnf.com

NOTICE: This electronic mail transmission may contain a communication that is privileged by law. It is not intended for transmission to, or receipt by, any unauthorized person(s). If you have received this electronic mail transmission in error, please delete it from your system without copying, printing, or disseminating it and notify the sender by reply e-mail or by calling 651-774-1508 so our address record(s) can be corrected. Thank you.
On behalf of AXIS Minnesota Inc and AXIS Alternatives Inc, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Denise Scholljegerdes
AXIS Inc, CFO
Supporting people with disabilities

2345 Rice Street, Suite 112, Roseville, MN 55113
Main: 651-357-1100 • Mobile: 651-231-3149 • Fax: 651-774-8126

“This message and its contents are confidential. If you received this message in error, do not use or rely upon it. Instead, please inform the sender and then delete it. Thank you.”
On behalf of Options Residential, Inc., I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

James E. Hammill MS, CBIS | Director of Services

Phone: 952.562.5010 | Fax: 952.935.0732

14750 Lac Lavon Drive | Burnsville, MN 55306

www.OptionsRes.com
On behalf of Great River Homes, Inc., I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Sincerely,
Cari McCann, Executive Director
Great River Homes, Inc.
611 Broadway Ave., Suite 105
Wabasha, MN 55981
651-565-4884
Dear Vanessa,

I am writing to request a public hearing on the proposed amendment to rules governing use of random sample extrapolation in monetary recovery, MR 9505.2220.

I am opposed to the entire set of rules.

Thank you.

-Ken
To Whom it may concern:

On behalf of Client Community Services, Inc. I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Jeri L Schettler
Client Community Services, Inc.
826 5th Avenue  PO Box 97
Worthington, Mn 56187

*Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail and any attachments are confidential and may contain information that is protected from disclosure under the HIPAA privacy rule (45 C.F.R. part 164). This information is solely intended for the individual to whom it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail message or you have received this communication in error, immediately notify the sender and promptly delete this e-mail message.
Good Morning,

On behalf of Opportunity Partners, Inc., I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Regards,

Lori

Lori Schluttenhofer | Vice President, Day & Employment Services
Pronouns: she/her/hers
Phone: 952-930-7689 | fax: 952-930-4279
5500 Opportunity Court | Minnetonka, MN | 55412 | opportunities.org

Together we advance the quality of life for people with disabilities.

We are hiring; join our team!

This message and any attachments are confidential and are meant to be received solely by the intended recipient(s). If you are not an intended recipient, please be advised that any use, distribution or copying of this message or attachments is prohibited and may be the basis for criminal or civil penalties. If you received this message in error, please contact the sender immediately by replying to this email or by telephone. Please permanently delete this message and any attachments from your email account.
Ms. Vogl,

On behalf of Dungarvin Minnesota, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Sincerely,

Karen Hammond

Karen Hammond, MHA - Senior Director
Office: 651-789-5830   Fax: 651-699-7265
1444 Northland Drive, Suite 100, Mendota Heights, MN 55120
Hello Vanessa,

On behalf of ACR Homes, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

Sincerely,

Bethany Bartels  
Director of Regulatory Compliance  
ACR Homes, Inc.  
2437 Rice Street, Roseville, MN 55113  
612.803.0997  
Voted a Top 5 Workplace Five Years in a Row  
Voted #1 by Employees Twice!

This email or its attachments may contain privileged or confidential material. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete the email and all attachments immediately, and notify the sender.
From: Stephanie Ericksen  
To: Vogl, Vanessa M (DHS)  
Subject: Request for public hearing  
Date: Tuesday, December 1, 2020 11:48:16 AM

On behalf of Stepping Stones for Living, I request the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to MN Rule 9505.2220. I oppose the entire set of changes to the rule.

*Stephanie Ericksen, RN*  
President  
Stepping Stones for Living  
5270 Miller Trunk Highway  
Hermantown, MN 55811  
218-336-6400
From: Jeff Bradley
To: Vogl, Vanessa M (DHS)
Subject: Request to hold Public Hearing
Date: Tuesday, December 1, 2020 9:47:44 AM
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Ms. Vogel,

I would like to request that on behalf of Thrive Behavioral Network, LLC the Department of Human Services hold the scheduled public hearing on the proposed changes to Minnesota Rule 9505.2220. I am opposed the entire set of changes to the rule.

Regards,

-Jeff Bradley

Jeff Bradley
President
Thrive Behavioral Network, LLC
Jeff.Bradley@thrivebn.com
(P) 612.385.7857   (F) 763.783.3677
www.thrivebehavioralnetwork.com

Wear your Mask!

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error, please notify the system manager. This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this email. Please notify the sender immediately by email if you have received this email by mistake and delete this email from your system. If you are not the intended recipient, you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.